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Welcome to Australia! 
 
Dear traveller 
 
Welcome to our beautiful country 'Down Under', the great country of Australia that people talk about all over the 
world… We're proud of our vast country, where, according to our National Anthem, we "have boundless pla ins 
to share". We hope you enjoy your stay, we hope you see all the things we're famous for - such as our 
kangaroos (Seen any yet? There're everywhere!), the many wonders of Western Australia's vast outback, the 
obligatory trip to the North-West, your trip to "the Outback", and we hope you'll be "going bush" in safety.  
 

2003 Refugee Day Quiz Competition 
 
On June 21 it's World Refugee Day again - and we invite you to participate in this event in Australia. At Project 
SafeCom we're inviting you to our Prize Winning Competition: all visitors to Australia who are from other 
countries are eligible to enter the competition by answering the questions in this Refugee Day Quiz.  
The Quiz can also be completed online (our preferred option!) - follow the links via http://www.safecom.org/  
Three of the winning entries (all answers must be correct) will be drawn from a barrel on Refugee Day, and 
they will receive a prize. Tick one box only per question. See below for more Conditions of Entry. 
 

Burundi  

Afghanistan  

Sierra Leone  

Australia  

1. Which country imprisons all asylum seekers who do not arrive by "official 
means" like aircraft - indefinitely, without any court ordering to do so, 
regardless of how credible their asylum claims are, and regardless of how 
'proven' the torture or oppression of their country of origin is - such as Iraq 
under Saddam Hussein - since 1993? 

Argentina  

    
Zimbabwe  

Australia  

Russia  

USA  

2. In which country are asylum seeker babies and children indefinitely 
imprisoned in remote maximum security facilities in the desert - including 
babies born in those detention centres - where the media, the public, Amnesty 
International and even United Nations representatives are forbidden to enter 
freely? 

Uganda  

    
Great Britain  

The USA  

Australia  

Sweden  

3.  Which of these Western countries who have signed the United Nations 
Refugee Convention has the lowest per capita number of asylum seekers 
who arrive to seek asylum "without asking beforehand"?  

Germany  

Your name: 
 

Postal address: 
(valid in June/July 2003) 
City/Town: Pcode (Zip): 

Country: Phone number: 

Email: 
(please write clearly!) 
 

Conditions of Entry: You must be a resident from a country other than Australia. Your 
entry must reach us before 21/06/03. We only inform the winners. If we cannot contact 
you between 21/06/03 to 31/06/03, you will forfeit your entry.  Prizes - and also 
winners and answers are posted on our website from 22/06/03. This quiz is part of our 
Airport action in protest against forced deportations of asylum seekers. 
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Siberia  

Mozambique  

Iraq under Hussein  

Australia  

4. Which country holds hundreds of people from another country imprisoned in 
a third country, indefinitely, without criminal charges, on a remote, 
inhospitable island where the water needs to be imported because it's 
undrinkable, where everyone lives on canned food because nothing grows 
in that island nation because its habitat has been polluted by fertilisers, and 
where that nation's economy is bankrupt because of interference by 
Western capitalist modes of production? 

Cuba  

    
China  

Australia  

Iraq  

Ecuador  

5. In 2001, a permanent citizen from this country - a passport holder of this 
country, set fire to himself on the steps of its National Parliament. This 
Citizen had previously arrived as a refugee to this country from Pakistan. He 
set fire to himself because the government of this country refused t o allow 
his daughter to be accepted as a citizen with permanent residency, because 
she had a physical disability. 
 
In which country did this happen? Burma  

    
Malaysia  

Morocco  

Taiwan  

Indonesia  

6. Which country, a signatory country to the United Nations Refugee 
Convention, claims it's OK when exercising this Convention, to have seven 
men living as "approved refugees" in its country, while it - at the same time -
indefinitely imprisons the wives and children of these men on a remote 
Island nation, hundreds of miles away from their husbands and fathers, for 
almost two years, without ever allowing these wives and children to see their 
partners and father?  

Australia  

    
Jordan  

Saudi Arabia  

United Arab Emirates  

Iran  

7. Which middle eastern country has carried out under its current govt against 
political dissenters, 120,000 executions on political grounds (victims include 
pregnant women, elderly women and schoolchildren), had 30,000 political 
prisoners massacred in 1988, has Over 170 forms of ph ysical and 
psychological torture and has 800,000 persons admitted to jails every year? 
And - has carried out stoning, hanging in public, eye gouging, amputation of 
fingers, hands and legs, beheading, and flogging in public carried out as 
"punishment", and is said to have "the biggest prison for journalists"?  Palestine  

    
Pakistan  

India  

USA  

Australia  

8. Which country, a signatory to the United Nations Refugee Convention, is 
currently preparing to deport more than 200 asylum seekers to the country 
described in question seven - causing them all to have become extremely 
fearful for their lives with very good reason? 

North Korea  

    
Only with papers  

Only with passport  

Everyone  

Only if invited  

9. The United Nations Refugee Convention states: "everyone has a right to 
seek asylum". Seeking asylum is something you do when you have a "well-
founded fear for persecution", for example when you're running away from 
Iraq because Saddam Hussein is after you. What do you think the word 
"everyone" means in the quote from the UN Convention?  

If you have a job  

 


